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Executive summary
This deliverable lists and describes the key events participated in by members of MAZI consortium from
Months 1-18 (Jan 2016 to Jun 2017) of the project. The selection presented here provides an overview of the
range of events that the MAZI consortium has participated in, and the audiences they addressed. There are
two other deliverables associated with this document and submitted at the same point in the project lifetime.
These are Deliverable D4.2: “Summary reports of selected events organised by MAZI”, and a full list of
dissemination activities with further data, is included in D4.6 “Complete list of dissemination activities by the
MAZI consortium”.
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1. Introduction
This document is structured in two sections. Firstly, each of the four identified communities are discussed,
followed by a list of activities with more detail about each event. Each event tended to target more than one
audience demonstrating the cross-disciplinarity and hybridity that characterises MAZI.
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2. Communities targeted by the MAZI dissemination activities
2.1

General Public

MAZI has participated in a range of events directed at the general public during the first 18 months of the
project. Most of these events also target a more focused audience, such as festivals and conferences aimed at
makers, artists and activists. These include, the “Radical Networks” conference in New York, USA, in November
2016, “The right to the hybrid city” event in Belgrade in January 2017, and the “Open Knowledge Edinburgh
Meet-up” in March 2017. Events such as the Radical Networks conference received very wide coverage to a
broad audience due to online live streaming, and availability of recordings after the event. Often these events
have had associated media in the form of news reports, blog posts and articles. The DSI Fair in Rome, in
January 2017 included coverage on national Italian TV news channels. Dissemination activities aimed more
directly at the broader general public include media articles and news coverage. These are reported in D4.6.

2.2

Events Targeting Scientific Communities

Dissemination activities have been participated in by MAZI in M1-18, that have reached out to scientific
communities, i.e. those working in research and academic environments. Not all events attended were aimed
solely at scientific communities: as an interdisciplinary and participatory focussed project our goal has been to
attend events that draw in a wide range of audiences. MAZI partners have been active reaching out to scientific
communities both in and beyond the EU, with talks, presentations, workshops and demonstrations in Brazil,
France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, Switzerland, UK and USA. These have been
held in a number of languages. One journal article, 4 peer reviewed conference papers, a poster, and two
popular press articles have been written.

2.3

Events Targeting FLOSS/CAPS Communities

MAZI has been actively involved in participating in CAPS events. Near the start of the project in April 2016 the
project presented an exhibition booth at the Net Futures conference in Brussels. MAZI also participated in the
1st CAPSSI Community Workshop, in Bratislava, in September 2016 with a participatory workshop. Early in
2017, the project participated in the CAPSSI Digital Social Innovation Fair 2017 in Rome, presenting an
interactive exhibit and participating in talks and presentations. MAZI members were invited to present the
work of the consortium at various other events targeted at scientific communities with a particular interest in
FLOSS approaches. Examples include the SICSA Future Cities: The Economy of Collaboration event in Dundee in
March 2017, and the EcoDA symposium in Sheffield in May 2017.

2.4

Events Targeting Networks of Activists, Artists and Designers

Several of the events that MAZI participated in targeted these audiences, often with very wide coverage. For
example MAZI partners took part in the IV World Planning School Congress in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in July
2016, an event that was attended by an audience of 700, including artists, designers and activists. MAZI was
invited to the metroZones camp 2016, organized by the metroZones School of Urban Practices, in Hamburg.
This workshop based event brought together experts and activists. The Radical Networks Conference in
Brooklyn, New York, in November 2016, addressed a wide audience of activists and artists, both in person and
through online streaming. Finally, in Berlin, May 2017, MAZI partners were speakers at Re:publica 17, an event
addressing activists and the general public.
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3. List of Highlighted Events where members of MAZI participated
Events are listed below in the order in which they took place, beginning in January 2016 (M1).

3.1

Building networks together, as commons

Organiser/event: Communications and Information Systems Group, UCL, London (seminar series)
Date: 22nd April, 2016
Location: London, UCL
Language: English
Audience type: Scientific communities
Website: http://www.ee.ucl.ac.uk/~uceeips/group-seminars.html

Panayotis Antonidais was invited to give a talk at University College London, at the seminar series of the
Communications and Information Systems Group, which summarized the two Horizon2020 CAPS projects in
which NetHood participates, netCommons and MAZI.

3.2

NetFutures 2016

Organiser/event: European Commission
Date: 20-21 April 2016
Location: Brussels, Belgium
Language: English
Audience type: General Public, Scientific communities, FLOSS/CAPS Communities, Policy Makers, Civil Society,
Media
Website: http://netfutures2016.eu/
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A team from MAZI attended the 2016 Net Futures conference in Brussels, in April. The MAZI booth in Net
Futures 2016 event presented an initial version of the MAZI toolkit. A Wi-Fi network was deployed using a
Raspberry pi 3 device which featured a built-in Wi-Fi interface. Our visitors could connect to this network and
participate in a survey that was installed locally on the Raspberry and stored its results locally, too. Questions
like: “Have you ever used an offline network?”, or “Would you find useful an offline network?” will be used as
feedback for the appropriate implementation of our toolkit.
The Net Futures conference wishes to maximize competitiveness of the European technology industry. The
conference gathered over 1.000 attendees, to form an interconnected community involving companies,
organizations and people in; Research & Innovation, Market Validation & Living Lab Research, Business
Development, Entrepreneurship & Enterprise Strategy and Policy Making.

3.3

Global Crisis, Planning & Challenges to Spatial Justice in the North and in the South

Organiser/event: the Institute of Urban and Regional Research and Planning at the Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro with the collaboration of colleagues of the Federal Universities Fluminense and Minas Gerais (World
Planning Schools Congress - WPSC)
Date: 3-8 July 2016
Location: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Language: English
Audience type: Scientific community, networks of activists, artists and designers, and policy makers
Website: www.wpsc2016.com.br
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The WPSC is a global event of the planning communities including policy makers, which takes place every five
years since 2001. In 2016 it was organized in Rio de Janeiro, a month before the Olympic Games that took place
in Brazil, and have strongly impacted the condition of many urban residents. The event was attended by
around 700 academics in planning and related disciplines, as well as by activists and practitioners.
NetHood was invited to moderate the panels of the WPSC Track on “Methods and methodologies in planning”
and to give a talk on “DIY networking - a boundary object for transdisiplinary education”. The novel proposition
of NetHood to consider networking technology beyond the current state of affairs, mostly as IC infrastructure,
to a level of appropriation toward design and DIY was very well received by both academics and practitioners.
The draft conference paper is currently prepared for publication in an academic planning journal.

3.4

Smart Cities

Organised by: Holyrood Communications, Scotland’s leading public policy conference provider.
Date: 14th September 2016.
Location: Technology and Innovation Centre, Strathclyde University, Glasgow, UK
Audience Type: General Public, Scientific communities, Policy Makers, Civil Society.

Dr Michael Smyth gives an invited talk at the Scottish policy event.

Michael Smyth, Edinburgh Napier University, was invited to give a presentation.
Event Description
Urban areas currently account for over half of the world’s population, and this proportion is expected to rise to
nearly 70 per cent by 2050. Successfully managing this prodigious growth will require further integration of ICT
in city infrastructure. Fully integrating these technologies in all aspects of city life will help create ‘smart cities’,
and the advantages of doing this are numerous; it will improve quality of life, increase sustainability and
efficiency, promote economic growth, foster job growth, encourage public participation, and help meet the
myriad challenges that cities will continue to face in coming years. Further, the global market for smart city
systems is estimated to total $400 billion by 2020,
There is exciting work going on all over Scotland to roll out smart city technology; for example, the Smart Cities
Strategic Initiative recently received £10 million to support a nationwide programme of rolling out smart city
technology. Nevertheless, there is still much work to be done. Holyrood’s event on Smart Cities will provide a
forum for delegates to gain comprehensive insights into the opportunities and challenges conferred by further
integration of ICT technology in Scottish cities. The overall aim is for city leaders, policymakers, and other
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relevant stakeholders to better understand their role in ensuring our rapidly growing cities remain attractive
places in which to live and work.
Key learning outcomes
•

Technologies and schemes available to cities and local authorities

•

Why collaboration is necessary for rolling out smart city technology

•

The importance of open data, and adopting open data strategies

•

How to increase citizen engagement

Event Website: www.holyrood.com/event/smart-cities
Extract from the official event report:
The theme of looking beyond Scotland for inspiration was addressed by Dr Michael Smyth of Edinburgh Napier
University, who works on the pan-European Mazi project. By creating local community wireless networks
suited to the needs of that particular community, the programme allows for a more tailored approach. “I think
one of the ideas we struggle with, particularly as academics, is how do you address and understand something
as large as cities. Our perspective is to look at the local and community, which Mazi is rooted in.”
Event Report: www.holyrood.com/articles/feature/event-report-smart-cities

3.5

MetroZones Camp 2016

Organiser/event: metroZones School of Urban Practices
th
Date: 16 September 2016
Location: Hamburg
Language: German
Audience type: Experts, activists and community
Website: www.metrozones.info/metrozones-schule-the-camp/

MAZI was invited to the metroZones camp 2016, organized by the metroZones School of Urban Practices. It
was an event that took place between the 15th and 18th of September in the fux Kaserne in Hamburg.
The camp brought together different experts and activists from Hamburg and Berlin, into 4 different 3-day
workshops to fabricate interventions in urban spaces, media and languages through practices like collaborative
radio, mapping, construction and translation. Other activities involved visits to local initiatives and public
events with researchers and artists to discuss about new forms of solidarity, visibility and urban action.
Andreas Unteidig presented the MAZI project, and specifically the activities around the pilot study in Berlin in
the context of a field trip to PlanBude, one of the most striking examples of grassroots-initiated participation of
citizens in large-scale planning projects in the center of Hamburg. The presentations of PlanBude and MAZI
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were followed by a public conversation on possible synergies, challenges and opportunities of applying ICT in
projects like PlanBude.

3.6

1st CAPSSI Community Workshop

Organiser/event: ChiC project, European Commission
Date: 28 September 2016
Location: Bratislava, Slovakia
Language: English
Audience type: Scientific communities, FLOSS/CAPS Communities, Networks of activists/artists/designers,
Policy Makers
Website: https://capssi.eu/1st-community-workshop/

MAZI partners, Panayotis Antoniadis and Harris Niavis at the 1st CAPSSI Community Workshop, in Bratislava

MAZI participated in the 1st CAPSSI Community Workshop, in Bratislava, in September 2016. Approximately 30
people participated in a highly interactive workshop; they represented 11 ongoing CAPS projects and
organisations interested in learning more about the CAPS community. The general objective of the workshop
was to get to know each other better, map CAPS projects/DSI practitioners needs in terms of knowledge and
networking, discuss common challenges and exchange experience gained so far so as to identify collaboration
opportunities.
MAZI presented its activities, its initial results and discussed with other projects how to collaborate and to
share results and to exchange knowledge.

3.7

Radical Networks

Organiser/event: Radical Networks
th
Date: 4-6 November 2016
Location: Brooklyn, NYC
Language: English
Audience type: activists, experts and general public
Website: http://radicalnetworks.org/archives/2016/about/
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Andreas Unteidig took part as a speaker in the Radical Networks Conference in Brooklyn, in November 2016.
The annual three-day conference brings together speakers, panel discussions, workshops and art exhibit with
the focus on DIY networking and the accessibility to technology.
Andreas gave a talk on the right to the (digital) city and the access to DIY networks to non tech-savvys,
featuring different example projects from the Design Research Lab and MAZI.

3.8

MAZI: Developing a DIY networking toolkit for location-based collective awareness

Organiser/event: Swiss Inter- and Transdisciplinary day 2016, organized by Transdisciplinary institute, ETH
Zurich
th
Date: 7 November 2016
Location: Luzern, Switzerland
Language: English
Audience type: Scientific communities, Networks of activists, artists and designers)
Website: https://naturwissenschaften.ch/service/events/66772-swiss-inter--and-transdisciplinarity-day-2016
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Panayotis Antoniadis and Ileana Apostol participated at the Swiss Inter- and Transdisciplinarity Day 2016
conference with a poster presentation of the MAZI project as a case study of inter- and transdisciplinarity. The
audience of this conference was very diverse, so we thought to include in the poster a demo of a simple MAZI
Zone, to create a hybrid poster! The physical part included 1) the poster itself depicting the idea of the MAZI
toolkit as a boundary object 2) the RaspberryPi hosting MAZI toolkit v1, including an Etherpad, Owncloud, and
Wordpress instances, and 3) a sign explaining how one can join the local MAZI Zone. Right next to the poster, a
projector was showing the activity taking place "inside" the Raspberry Pi and more specifically a "Photos"
owncloud folder. The online activity was animated by Ileana who was posting live photos from the event on the
owncloud folder.
The 2016 Swiss Inter- and Transdisciplinarity Day is organised by td-net in cooperation with the University of
Lucerne. The Swiss Inter - and Transdisciplinarity Day 2016 addresses the framing phase of inter - and
transdisciplinary projects. This very important phase includes elaborating the life - world and scientific goals,
analysing context and actors in the field of the project, involving representatives from disciplines
and stakeholders in the respective field, defining the scientific work plan and stakeholder engagement concept,
finding potential funding bodies and writing a proposal. The Framing phase poses several challenges, including:
The design of the process, finding suitable methods to deliberatively frame a project with representatives from
different disciplines and stakeholders, finding resources to conduct the funding phase and finding suitable
research funders to submit the proposal. At the Conference we want to share experiences of inter - and
transdisciplinary project framing phases and proposal elaboration. Furthermore we invite research funders
to discuss ideas about funding of framing phases as well as ways to submit the elaborated proposals. Examples
of inter- and transdisciplinary project framing and proposal development will be presented from projects
funded by the “Sustainable Development at Universities Programme“.

3.9

The right to the hybrid city

Organiser/event: Nova Iskra & Ministry of Space
th
Date: 19 January 2017
Location: Nova Iskra, Belgrade
Language: English
Audience type: General Public, Networks of activists, artists and designers
Website: www.facebook.com/events/1655951031372170/
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Panayotis Antoniadis & Ileana Apostol (Nethood) ‘Infrastruktura mreže kao commons i pravo na hibridni grad: od mreža
zajednice do off-the-cloud priručnika’ i ‘Hibridni trotoar kao urbani commons’.

This was an invited talk as part of a series of seminars on different aspects of commoning in the context of the
project “Studies of the Common – Space, Governance, Production” run by Nova Iskra and Ministry of Space,
Belgrade. At the end of the seminar the participants formed working groups to produce concrete ideas for
action in Serbia. For MAZI the collaboration with Ministry of Space is of significant importance, since the
activists of this group also members of INURA and there are on-going discussions on possible ways for them to
use the MAZI toolkit in their often very creative urban actions.

3.10 Digital Social Innovation Fair 2017
Organiser/event: CAPSSI, European Commission
Date: 1-2 February 2017
Location: Piazza del Campidoglio, Rome, Italy
Language: English
Audience type: General Public, Scientific communities, FLOSS/CAPS Communities, Networks of
activists/artists/designers, Policy Makers, Media
Website: https://dsifair.eu/

Harris Niavis of MAZI consortium is interviewed for an Italian national television news report.

MAZI presented talks and an exhibition at the event.
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The DSI Fair 2017 has been a great success: with more than 500 registered participants, more than 70 speakers
from 30 different countries worldwide it has voiced active players from all over Europe and beyond, including
groups and individuals from civil society, academia and industry, NGOs, activists, researchers, students and
hackers.
During the two-day event, the Manifesto for Networked Innovation has also been presented and discussed.
This includes a set of recommendations for policy-makers indicating how digital social innovation processes can
be enforced, transferred and potentially reused for an effective scale-up of social innovation initiatives across
the whole European society.
Through discussions and lessons learned via the plenary sessions and the 6 parallel workshops across the 2
days of the events, it has been possible to collect and identify important factors that will contribute shaping the
final version of DSI Manifesto.

3.11 SICSA FutureCities: The Economy of Collaboration
Organised by: University of Dundee & The Scottish Informatics and Computer Science Alliance (SICSA) a
collaboration of 14 Scottish Universities.
Date: Thu 2 March 2017
Location: Dundee University, UK
Language: English
Audience type: Scientific communities, FLOSS/CAPS Communities.
Website:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/sicsa-future-cities-the-economy-of-collaboration-tickets31850529792#

Ingi Helgason (Edinburgh Napier University) gave an invited talk at the event at Dundee University. From Mel
Woods @i_serena

DESCRIPTION
Future Cities: The Economy of Collaboration
Following on from the SICSA Future Cities “Bottom-Up” Workshop 2014, this one-day event returned to
explore current and future initiatives in grassroots future cities, focussing the role of digital technologies and
the collaborative economy: the mobilisation and infrastructuring of communities for engagement, resource
sharing, empowerment, and innovation.
This workshop framed, explored and highlighted the current and state of the art, discussed research questions
and computing and design challenges for developments that support a collaborative 'Future Cities' economy.
Speakers
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Dr Mara Balestrini - Citizen Sensing - Making Sense H2020. IAAC, Barcelona and Ideas for Change.
Dr Drew Hemment - City Verve - Bottom up and collaborative approaches in the UK’s most recent Smart City
IoT Demonstrator in Manchester.
Dr Nick Taylor – Grassroots Innovation around Community Technologies in Ardler, Dundee. ESPRC Hacking for
Situated Civic Engagement.
Dr Katarzyna Sila-Nowicka - Smart Data Collection by Citizens. Understanding of the data, related privacy
issues and possible applications. Urban Data Centre, University of Glasgow.
Ingi Helgason - The MAZI project: developing a Do-It-Yourself toolkit for creating local community wireless
networks. Centre for Interaction Design, Edinburgh Napier University.
Cat Magill - Mediating a collaborative design process in the Engergy for All Project. Research Associate at
University of Edinburgh and Edinburgh Living Lab.
Alan Dobson and Andrew Kesterton – Smart City notes from a Small City, Dundee City Council.
Background to the SICSA theme:
Development and investment around “Future Cities” is increasing at breakneck speed, but this pace is also
creating a rising tide of new infrastructures, applications and forms of management, industry and citizenship –
creating problems of scale, choice, interoperability, openness, security and inclusivity. There is an everincreasing set of databases, apps and infrastructures that people can choose from, use and extend – including
(but not limited to) the centralised systems of city authorities and government.
The priority of this Research Challenge is to shift the focus from the data to the use case; from siloed data to
services that touch people’s lives in a collective and coherent way, and from a research view narrowly focused
on academic Computer Science to one that encompasses other disciplines and stakeholders. We are building
on the network already established within the SICSA Future Cities short theme, which set up connections with
the local government and city councils. We aim to bring together leading academics, practitioners and
Government staff to discuss how the most pressing questions in architecture, urban design, computer science
and citizen/art–centred research relate to the institutions, people and data of Scotland’s ‘Future Cities’

3.12 Open Knowledge Edinburgh Meet-up #23
Organised by: Open Knowledge Scotland
th
Date: 27 March 2017
Location: Institute for Informatics and Digital Innovation at Edinburgh Napier University, UK
Language: English
Audience type: General public, Scientific communities, FLOSS/CAPS Communities.
Website: https://attending.io/events/opendataedb23

Ingi Helgason talking about MAZI (from Ewan McAndrew @emcandre)
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This meet-up is part of a broader effort to effort to grow a community around Edinburgh Open
Government and to explore overlaps with Open Knowledge. Open Knowledge Meet-ups are friendly and
informal evenings for people to get together to share and argue all areas of openness. Come and join
discussions around open knowledge and open data – from politics and philosophy to practicalities of theory
and practice. Information about Open Knowledge Scotland and about some of the past meet-ups can be found
at http://scot.okfn.org.
Speakers:
Ewan McAndrew: Wikidata: the new Rosetta Stone
Lorna Campbell: Accessing Open Research Outputs MOOC — a new course from the University of Edinburgh
Daniel Patterson: Modelling bike ridership using crowdsourced and automatic bike count data
Ingi Helgason: The MAZI Project
Doreen Grove: The Open Government Scotland Action Plan — where we are and where we could go!
Ruchir Shah: The OGP as a route for civil society to achieve UN Sustainability Goals

3.13 Net-Diversity
Organiser/event: ChiC project, DSI Manifesto
Date: 23rd May 2017
Location: Rimini, Italy, IT
Language: English
Audience type: General Public, Scientific communities, FLOSS/CAPS Communities, Networks of
activists/artists/designers, Policy Makers, Media
Website: https://www.dsimanifesto.eu/workshop/agenda/

Panayotis Antoniadis gave an invited talk in the session “Statements from Digital Social Innovators: what is
needed to make an impact” with title “Net-diversity: Policies that promote an Organic instead of an
Algorithmically Modified Internet”

3.14 EcoDA International Symposium: Open source urban resilience
Organiser/event: EcoDA Project www.codesigningresilience.net, Sheffield School of Architecture, Sheffield, UK
Date: 25-26 May 2017
Location: Regather, Sheffield, UK
Language: English
Audience type: Scientific community, civil society, and networks of activists, artists and designers
Website: https://ecoda.hotglue.me/ecodasymposium
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NetHood was invited to give a talk namely “The right to difference in the hybrid city” and also to moderate two
workshops, all of them related to the session “Resourcing Community Resilience Practices”. The Symposium
outcomes are integrated on the website <https://ecoda.hotglue.me/ecodasymposium> an experimental way
of making use of various digital tools, some of them included also in the MAZI Toolkit.
The Symposium was a two days international event of the EcoDA project, which is funded through a Horizon
2020 Marie Skłodowska-Curie fellowship at the Sheffield School of Architecture. The project has investigated
ways of scaling individual community resilience practices, and has explored opportunities for using digital
technologies to connect and amplify them through processes of commoning. Thus the Symposium was
structured around talks, workshops in groups and plenary discussions, having as important aims to open up a
discussion about the kinds of tools and governance structures that could shape a platform for commoning
resilience practices, as well as to address urban resilience from the perspective of practitioners and
communities engaging with aspects of this concept.

3.15 Design for Next
Organiser/event: European Academy of Design and Sapienza University
th
Date: 12-14 April 2017
Location: Rome
Language: English
Audience type: designers, architects, researchers
Website: www.designfornext.org
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Two of the MAZI partners gave talks at this event, presenting accepted academic paper submissions. Andreas
Unteidig gave a talk on Urban Struggles and the Right to the Digital City, and introduced MAZI as a case study.
Michael Smyth presented a talk on Making and unfinishedness: designing toolkits for negotiation
The Design for Next conference, organized by the European Academy of Design (EAD) and the Sapienza
University, took place in Rome on the 12-14th April. It was structured around 9 different tracks addressing a
wide range of topics concerning Design research and practice: Aesthetics, Economy, Education, Environment,
Health, Industry, Society, Technology and Thinking.

3.16 Re:publica Conference
Organiser/event: Re:publica
th
Date: 8-10 May 2017
Location: Berlin
Language: English
Audience type: General public, activists, scientists, hackers, NGOs, social media experts
Website: www.re-publica.com/en/17

Andreas Unteidig and Marco Clausen were speakers at Re:publica 2017 in Berlin. Under the motto “Love Out
Loud”, this edition aimed at focusing attention on those people, organisations, and projects which stand up to
hate, violence and injustice and bring light to the dark corners of our society.
Andreas and Marco gave a talk on the connections and shared potential between digital culture, commons and
the right to the city.
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4. Conclusions
In the reporting period (M1-M18) MAZI partners have been active in their engagement of related
communities. At the outset of the project, four communities were identified as important recipients of output
from MAZI, they were as follows: the general public; scientific communities; FLOSS/CAPS communities and
networks of Activists, Artists and Designers. The range of events summarised in this deliverable, while targeting
specific audiences also cut across other groups, demonstrating the cross-disciplinarity of hybridity of MAZI
through the diversity of the pilot studies being undertaken by the project. These activities also revealed Civic
and Policy Makers as another important audience for the work of the project.
In the reporting period members of the MAZI consortium participated in approximately 40 events organised by
members of the targeted communities. The events included exhibitions, workshops and presentations by
MAZI. The second half of the MAZI project will be characterised by a continued engagement with the identified
target audiences and building on the project’s high impact public profile.
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